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Write to the Editor
‘Information is Power’ and our ever-
evolving profession needs more and 
more of that today than ever before. Do 
you have any relevant points to make, 
experiences to share, and views to 
spread among the CA. fraternity? If yes,  
e-mail us at eboard@icai.org/nadeem@
icai.org or write to: The Editor, The Journal 
Section, ICAI Bhawan, Indraprastha Marg, 
PO Box 7100, New Delhi 110002.

-Editor 

‘Did You Know’ is Enlightening
Many congratulations for several useful 
changes in the Journal. Being a disciple of 
Sri Aurobindo, I was pleasantly surprised to 
learn from 'Did You Know' section that he 
had conceptualised the ICAI Logo. But there 
is another interesting relationship between 
my Guru and the ICAI. As mentioned in the 
same column in the August 2006 Issue, the 
ICAI’s first Council Meeting was held on 
third Independence Day of India i.e. 15th 

August, which is also the birth 
day of my Guru. It is indeed a 
graceful coincidence, which the 
membership should be aware of.

—CA. K.C. Mandavia
(Rajkot)

Contents are Inspiring
I appreciate the contents of the 
Journal, which are very informative 
and educative not only for 

members but also for informed laymen 
like me. The interview of IFAC President Mr. 
Graham Ward and the story of CA. G. Rajani 
published in the August 2006 Issue were very 
revealing. “Disability is not a liability” goes the 
saying, and Rajani has proved it. 

—Philip Verghese Ariel
(Secunderabad)

—
The experience of CA. G. Rajani in 'Women 
in Accountancy' column of the August 2006 
Issue is highly inspiring for all students who 
are physically handicapped. 

—Pratik Thakkar 
—

Many thanks for publishing informative 
articles on “Audit of Member of Parliament 
Local Area Development Scheme” in the July 
2006 Issue. However, more elaboration and 
guidance is needed for members in this.

—CA. Akash Ravlani
(Godhra)

—
The article on “KPO—an emerging 
opportunity for CA” was quite inspiring and 
informative. More such articles are desired in 
the Journal. 

—Rahul Singhal
(Agra)

Excellent Coverage
These days the Journal is not only reaching 
in time but also contains valuable pieces 
of information relevant to our professional 
lives. If we were starved of information in 
the past, now there is an overload, which is 
very welcome. 

 —CA. Agnel Pereira
(Bahrain)

Challenges of Change
It is indeed good to read in this journal 
about the profession in the days to come, 
expectations of the society and the 
proactive role played by ICAI. There are 
going to be Challenges of Change, Utility, 
Technology, Knowledge, Identity, Image, 
etc. in the days to come for our members in 
a Global Village. We must understand the 
concept “Core Competency” to survive and 
excel.

  —CA.Bimal R. Bhatt
(Vadodara)

E-filing of Forms
It is definitely a matter of appreciation that 
ICAI has truly entered a hi-tech age. The 
members are now asked to submit their 
empanelment forms and other information 
while uploading their data on the Institute’s 
website from time to time. In this regard, I 
think it will be still better if the members 
are made available the hard copies of 
such forms etc. (presently required to be 
downloaded from the website) through 
the Journal or by post.

—CA. S.S. Maheshwari 

A Thousand Words Will Not Leave So Deep An Impression As One Deed.
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